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Continuous Renal Replacement Therapies

(CRRT) for pediatric patients with renal

diseases offer accurate management and

control of ultrafiltration flows and accurate

fluid balance. On the other hand, the

administration of CRRT to pediatrics with

adult’s machine leads to several problems:

vascular access site and catheter dimension

have to be adequate both for the needful

blood flow and the size of the patient;

catheterization with larger catheters may lead

to venous damage and thrombosis; a large

percentage of patient’s blood volume (10-15%)

can circulate in the extracorporeal circuit.

Information concerning pediatric CRRT are

lacking: data about children are limited and

referred to particular clinical situations;

moreover, knowledge acquired from adult

patients cannot be easily shifted in pediatric

area. Our aim is the estimation of hemolysis,

flow and pressures related to central venous

catheters of 4, 5, 7 Fr; analysis are conducted

with pediatric dedicated pumps (CARPEDIEM)

and adult’s pumps in order to study the

influence of pump type on pressure in the

catheter.

Background

Methods

Results

In general mean pressure and the amplitude of

the oscillation is lower with the pediatric

pump in comparison with the adult’s one

(Figure 1). Pressure at the access and return

points of the catheter increases with flux.

The magnitude of the amplitude also reflects

this trend (Figures 2 and 3). Hemolysis is

slightly greater in the circuit with pediatric

pump (Table 1). Data of one single test is a

limit for these preliminary results.

Conclusions

Lower pressures in the catheter translate into

reduced stresses on patient’s vascular access.

The management of the pressure control done

by the machine is also more accurate when the

signal vary in a narrow range. Hemolysis, an

important factor in dialysis treatment, has never

been compared when different pumping systems

are used with the same small catheter. Results

suggest that a slightly greater hemolysis with

pediatric pump may have strong advantages on

vessel and pressure management.

With a simulated extracorporeal dialysis system

we collect pressures and flows for different

test conditions (4, 5, 7 Fr catheters; two roller

pump or pediatric three roller peristaltic

pump). Pressures are measured at access and

return points of the catheter, for blood flux of

7, 10, 15 ml/min. Secondly, we perform an

estimation of hemolysis induced by the

extracorporeal circuit; we use two separated

lines, one with adult’s pump and the other with

CARPEDIEM pump, both with 4 Fr.
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